A laser-cooling scheme for molecules is presented based on repeated cycle of zero-velocity selection, deceleration, and irreversible accumulation. Although this scheme also employs a single spontaneous emission as in [Raymond Ooi, Marzlin, and Audretsch, Eur. Phys. J. D 22, 259 (2003)], in order to circumvent the difficulty of maintaining closed pumping cycles in molecules, there are two distinct features which make the cooling process of this scheme faster and more practical. First, the zero-velocity selection creates a narrow velocity-width population with zero mean velocity, such that no further deceleration (with many stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) pulses) is required. Second, only two STIRAP processes are required to decelerate the remaining hot molecular ensemble to create a finite population around zero velocity for the next cycle. We present a setup to realize the cooling process in one dimension with trapping in the other two dimensions using a Stark barrel. Numerical estimates of the cooling parameters and simulations with density matrix equations using OH molecules show the applicability of the cooling scheme. For a gas at temperature T = 1 K, the estimated cooling time is only 2 ms, with phase-space density increased by about 30 times. The possibility of extension to three-dimensional cooling via thermalization is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum gases containing ultracold particles are fundamentally interesting and provide new classes of applications [1] in quantum metrology and atom optics. Ultracold atoms have been produced by laser-cooling schemes which rely on a few energy levels to achieve closed pumping cycles by repeated optical excitation followed by spontaneous emissions [2, 3] . Ultracold molecules lead to new possibilities; for example, providing insights into the dynamics of molecular reactions in the new regime of ultralow temperature, as demonstrated by the group at Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA) using KRb molecules [4] and the possible existence of dipole moments in electrons [5] .
Three main techniques have been developed to produce moderately cold molecules. One is the photoassociation of cold atoms [6] , experimentally demonstrated for Cs 2 [7] . The second technique uses cold He atoms as a buffer gas to cool paramagnetic molecules in a magnetic trap [8] by thermalization [9] . The third technique employs a phase-spacerotation concept [10] and the Stark deceleration of a molecular beam [11] using a time-varying electric field.
Laser cooling of molecules is thought to be impractical due to the difficulty of maintaining closed optical pumping cycles with repeated optical spontaneous emissions that populate many vibrational and rotational levels. Bahns et al. [12] have proposed a translational and internal cooling scheme that uses multiple-frequency lasers. Dissipation through optical cavity [13] [14] [15] , instead of spontaneous emissions, can be used to circumvent the closed pumping cycle problem. Optical cycling of certain molecular transitions in SrF molecules [16] is found by the group at Yale to be applicable for laser-cooling. Recently, single-atom cooling in cavity has been demonstrated [17] . A few years ago, we proposed a laser-cooling scheme for * rooi@um.edu.my; bokooi73@yahoo.com translational motion of neutral molecules [18] that circumvents the problems of the closed pumping cycle and repeated spontaneous emissions by using repeated cycles of three key steps: Raman velocity selection of a fraction of molecules with narrow momentum slice followed by deceleration to zero mean by stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) pulses and a single spontaneous emission of the narrow slice. The scheme has a drawback due to requirement of many laser pulses for STIRAP deceleration.
Here we propose an improved laser-cooling scheme for molecules in one dimension by introducing a zero-velocity selection step as the key innovation. This scheme is more practical and requires a much shorter cooling time than the scheme in Ref. [18] . This is mainly due to the zero-velocity selection instead of the finite-velocity selection. We do not need to decelerate the narrow velocity band. Only two STIRAP processes are required to push the remaining broad momentum distribution by 4hk in each cooling cycle. Analysis and estimates show the practicality of the scheme.
In Sec. II, we outline the idea, the steps, and laser techniques used in the cooling scheme. The initial setup and preparation of the precursor molecules for laser cooling are discussed in Sec. III. The first cooling step, the zero-velocity selection process is elaborated in Sec. IV. We discuss the optimum conditions for the velocity selection process and derive the necessary equations to estimate the operational parameters and cooling performance using real OH molecules. We show the applicability of the cooling scheme for the OH molecules. In Sec. V, we elaborate the STIRAP deceleration process for OH molecules along with operational parameters (in S.I. units) and numerical estimates. In the same way, the details of the accumulation process are presented in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, practical issues like the overall cooling time, spatial drift, and density of the molecules are estimated. The results of simulations with OH molecules using the density matrix equations are discussed. We conclude in Sec. VII with discussion on the possibility of extension to three-dimensional (3D) cooling via collisional thermalization. 
II. LASER-COOLING SCHEME
The proposed cooling scheme relies on the repetition of a cooling cycle, each composed of three steps: zero-velocity selection, deceleration, and accumulation (Fig. 1) . The three cooling steps are accomplished by quantum optical techniques: (i) zero-velocity selection with Raman π pulses [19, 20] , (ii) deceleration with two pairs of STIRAP pulses [21] , and (iii) accumulation by single optical spontaneous emission. The schemes with internal and momentum states are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.
Initially, a hot gas of molecules with momentum width P gas is prepared predominantly in a reservoir state |g i . In the first step, a narrow momentum (velocity) width P vs with zero mean velocity is selected from the gas and coherently transferred to an excited state |d which would spontaneously decay to a limited number of rovibrational states |acc in the ground electronic state. This irreversible process is the necessary ingredient for the removal of entropy to achieve cooling.
In order to repeatedly accumulate the narrow velocity populations in |acc , the hole around zero velocity in the remaining population of |g i needs to be filled up. This is done by decelerating the population in |g i by an mount P dec roughly equal to the width P vs . The population that is translated by P dec now has a finite population around zero momentum. The next cycle proceeds to extract an ensemble of narrow velocity width around zero mean velocity. The cycle repeats for P gas / P dec times until the entire population with broad velocity distribution in |g i is transferred into a narrow velocity width in |acc .
The present cooling technique is more efficient than in our previous work [18] due to the different way the populations are selected and decelerated. The velocity selection is performed around zero velocity instead of nonzero velocity. This avoids the extensive deceleration by hundreds of STIRAP pulses to decelerate the momentum to zero mean in each cooling cycle. Second, the remaining (hot) population reservoir needs to be decelerated only by two STIRAP cycles to translate the entire distribution by about 4hk compared to deceleration by hundreds of STIRAP pulses on a velocity-selected ensemble. While we have focused on entropy analysis previously, here we present the improved scheme from a practical point of view. The molecules in the desired internal state are channeled into a Stark barrel which provides 2D trapping and laser cooling in another dimension. Thermalization for 3D cooling is facilitated by compressing the gas using the two end-cap electrodes.
III. INITIAL SETUP
The precursor molecules can be prepared in essentially a single molecular state |g i from a gas of molecules effusing out slowly from a source and collimated through a SternGerlach device which separates the molecules in different states into different paths. The Stark deceleration of the supersonic molecular beam [10] and buffer-gas-thermalization [9] techniques have produced cold molecules at about 0.05 K with density around 10 7 molecules/cm 3 . These molecules can serve as the precursor since the molecules are essentially in a single rovibrational level in the ground electronic state. The molecules in |g i are channeled into the Stark barrel [22] have a broad velocity width P gas /M, with one end of the distribution at zero velocity, as shown in Fig. 5 . Here we are concerned with 2D trapping of the low-field seekers only, although an electrodynamic trap [23] can trap both low-field and high-field seekers simultaneously. There is no trapping along the axial direction but the barrel should have a minimal length L of about ( P gas /M)t cool , where t cool is the cooling time. The cross section of the Stark barrel is made to be the same cross section as the laser beams to maximize the interactions between photons and molecules, thus maximizing the laser-cooling efficiency.
Thus, the initial density operator with both the internal (I) and the external c.m. states is written aŝ where the momentum distribution
} is taken to be a Gaussian, and P i = 2 √ ln 2σ i = √ 2Mk B T i is the momentum width at half maximum with effective axial translational temperature T i .
In this article, we consider OH molecules to demonstrate the feasibility of the laser-cooling scheme. The necessary energy levels and states are shown in Fig. 6 . At close to thermal equilibrium temperature of T i = 1 K, only the states |X are appreciably populated [24] ; one of them can be designated as |g i .
In the absence of trapping, the molecules undergo expansion beyond the laser interaction region and the entropy increases indefinitely as k B ln(V /V o ) [25] , where V o = Az o is the initial gas volume. Trapping is required to counteract the reduction of phase-space density through expansion as we reduce the momentum width in one spatial dimension by the laser cooling. The Stark barrel ( (low-field seekers [24] ), with kinetic energy < ∼ 1 K within an essentially homogeneous area A.
IV. STEP 1: ZERO-VELOCITY SELECTION
The Raman velocity-selective π -pulses technique is used to transfer a fraction of the population with a narrow momentum width P vs , around the zero-momentum family (Fig. 2 (i) Raman two-photon resonance for velocity selection using collinear counterpropagating lasers is
where ω i = (E e vs − E g i )/h and ω vs = (E e vs − E g vs )/h are the levels spacing frequencies. By fixing the frequency of one of the lasers, say ω p = k p c, any velocity P vs (P vs = 0 for zero velocity selection) can be selected by tuning ω S = k S c to satisfy Eq. (2), for example, using a dye laser.
(ii) Large one-photon detuning is required to avoid populating the excited state |e vs po , So .
Here, the population in |e vs can be adiabatically eliminated and the three-level system (with states |g i , |e vs , and |g vs ) reduces to an effective two-level system with effective de-
and effective Rabi frequency
with ef (P vs ,t) = 0 or po = So = o .
A. Theoretical description
The relationships among the Rabi frequency, pulse duration, and selected momentum width for a square pulse can be found. These are vital for the estimate of the laser specifications, cooling time, and effective temperature. Here we give the relationships for the Blackman pulse shape [19] , which provides a more efficient velocity selection profile than the square pulse. The Rabi frequency can be written as
where τ 1 is the pulse duration with coefficients a = 0.5, b = 0.08, and c = 0.42, po .
E So e vs |d|g vs are the pump and Stokes Rabi frequency amplitudes, andd is the dipole operator along the laser electric field with amplitudes E po,So . From the π -pulse condition, we obtain the expression for the Blackman pulse duration
where (a 2 + b 2 + 2c 2 ) = 0. 609 and n = 1,2,...
The momentum width-pulse duration relation for Blackman pulse is found via numerical analysis to be
The validity of Eq. (7) has been verified. The momentum widths from density matrix simulation are numerically estimated for different inputs of τ 1 corresponding to P vs calculated from Eq. (7). By replacing Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), we have
The effective temperature associated with the velocity-selected
For gas with distribution of Eq. (1) and initial velocity width v i , we define the maximum velocity as u max .
The total number of velocity selection cycles (=the number of cooling cycles) N cyc =
If the pulse duration for each cycle is the same, we obtain the total time for the velocity-selection step in the cooling process:
In practice, it is desirable to have a fast velocity selection process which requires short pulse duration and higher-power lasers. However, shorter pulse duration leads to wider selected width and higher T vs . An arbitrarily narrow velocity width corresponds to a small Rabi frequency [Eq. (8) ], a large number of cooling cycles [Eq. (9)], and long total cooling time [Eq. (10)]. For optimal cooling, we should minimize the product of the cooling time N cyc τ 1 and the effective temperature T vs , which can be regarded as the "merit" for velocity selection:
Thus, Eq. (11) shows that level schemes with large transition frequency are best suited for the velocity-selection step since it makes possible the use of high-frequency lasers.
B. Zero-velocity selection parameters for OH
The level spacing between two lowest rovibrational states (|v = 0,J = 1/2 and |v = 0,J = 3/2 ) in the excited electronic state |A (Fig. 6 ) is about 10 13 s −1 . If we apply a negative detuning of = −10 11 s −1 relative to the level |v = 0,J = 3/2 , it is 100 times closer to |v = 0,J = 1/2 than to |v = 0,J = 3/2 . Thus, the velocity-selection scheme can well be described by a three-level system since the lower level, |v = 0,J = 1/2 , can be disregarded. The detuning is much larger than the typical Rabi frequency and the linewidth of the level, so the excited states are not populated during velocity selection. , respectively. Even though the coefficients are different, the π -pulse concept can still be applied to transfer the entire velocity-selected populations from the four substates in |g i to |g vs because the ratio of the coefficients is an odd integer α 3/2 /α 1/2 = 9. Since the laser pulse duration τ 1 , the dipole moment µ, and laser fields E 2 (t) are the same for both substates, from Eqs. (5) and (6) 
V. STEP 2: DECELERATION BY STIRAP
This step is intended to create a finite population around zero momentum for the next cycle of zero-velocity selection (see Fig. 3 ). In principle, a nonoptical deceleration technique can be applied [11, 27] . However, the STIRAP process is simple and provides rapid removal of kinetic energy with high deceleration and/or acceleration up to 10 5 m s −2 . It has been demonstrated experimentally to be highly efficient for molecules such as Na 2 [28] , NO [29] , and SO 2 [30] .
The remaining "hot" population in |g i is transferred to the empty state |g dec through an excited state |e dec and back to |g i . This corresponds to only two STIRAP processes. Each STIRAP process is accompanied by the photon momentum transfer ofh(k a + k b ) along the pump laser direction [31] . The momentum transfers can be tailored to decelerate the remaining population in |g i by roughly equal to the selected momentum width P dec > ∼ P vs . Although the closed optical pumping cycle for dissipation is not possible in molecules, this step shows that it is possible to have a closed pumping cycle for a coherent process, particularly for removing the kinetic energy.
A. Theoretical description
The STIRAP uses a pair of counterpropagating laser pulses, with frequencies ω a and ω b resonantly coupled to the transitions |g i ↔ |e dec and |g dec ↔ |e dec , respectively. Complete population transfer from |g i to another state |g dec via an excited state |e dec can be achieved with three conditions. First, the Stokes pulse overlaps in time with the pump pulse but always reaches the molecules before the pump pulse (counterintuitive order ). For typical Gaussian pulse shape, the time-dependent Rabi frequencies can be represented by E bo e dec |d|g dec are the Rabi frequency amplitudes corresponding to the pump and Stokes pulses during STIRAP, σ a,b are the standard deviations of the pulses, and ϒ = ln 2(σ a + σ b ) is the temporal separation of the peaks which gives overlap at the half maxima of both pulses. The second condition is that the laser frequencies are tuned to resonant. The third is the adiabatic criteria [32] ,
, which requires that the Rabi frequencies vary sufficiently slowly and τ 2 = (2.5 + √ ln 2)(σ a + σ b ) is the interaction duration. The second STIRAP process is applied by reversing the directions and counterintuitive order of the laser pulses. The population in |g dec is transferred back to |g i while giving anotherh(k a + k b ) of momentum transfer. Thus, the two STIRAP processes constitute two inversions which effectively transfer the population back to |g i and provide the total momentum transfer of dec . = 2h(k a + k b ) to the entire reservoir population.
B. STIRAP parameters for OH
In order to maximize the cooling efficiency, the momentum transfer from the STIRAP deceleration step P dec = 2h(k a + k b ) (see Fig. 3 ) should be as close as possible to 2 P vs = 1.22
. This ensures that a maximum population is transferred to |g vs in each velocity-selection step while leaving a minimum residual of population in |g i after the cooling process (see Fig. 3 ). If we let k a ≈ k p and k b ≈ k S ,
. This is fulfilled by choosing the states at a higher vibrational level as |g dec = |X 2 3/2 ,n dec = 2,J = 3/2,M = ±1/2, ± 3/2 . Since the states |g dec and |g vs are different, the deceleration step and accumulation step (pumping up |g vs to |d ) can proceed simultaneously.
For STIRAP with one-photon resonance, ω a = ω e vs ,gi = 6. 1637 × 10 15 s −1 and ω b = ω e dec ,g dec = 4. 8518 × 10 15 s −1 . The Rabi frequency of the pulse can be large and contributes to the finite spectral width ω ≈ o2 due to the light shift, but this should be much smaller than rotational level spacing 2πcB e ≈ 10 12 s −1 to minimize off-resonant coupling with nearby rotational levels which may lead to imperfect transfer efficiency. Since only two STIRAP processes are required for 053408-5 step 2, even the transfer efficiency of 99% for each STIRAP process is sufficiently good.
Simulations of the STIRAP process using density matrix equations including spontaneous emissions but without c.m. momentum have been done in Ref. [33] . In our simulations of the STIRAP deceleration step, we have included both the spontaneous emissions from state |e dec and the quantization of the c.m. momentum. We obtain perfect transfer efficiency using a moderate peak Rabi frequency ao = bo ≈ 10 9 s −1 with the interaction time τ 2 ≈ 10 −7
s, which corresponds to ao τ 2 ≈ 100. The duration for step 2 is 2τ 2 ≈ 0.2 µs, which is close to the lifetime, ≈ 0.69 µs, of the excited state but about 20 times shorter than each velocity-selection cycle. The total STIRAP time for step 2 from all cycles is t 2 = 2τ 2 N cyc ≈ 0.043 ms, which is negligible compared to the time taken for step 1.
VI. STEP 3: ACCUMULATION BY SINGLE SPONTANEOUS EMISSION
In this step, the irreversible process is achieved via single-optical spontaneous emission, as shown in Fig. 4 . The narrow width population with zero mean momentum in |g vs is transferred to a decaying (metastable) state |d = |A We use an excited electronic state which has much shorter natural decay lifetime than infrared transitions within the ground electronic states. The two pumping lasers must not be switched on simultaneously to avoid the creation of a dark-state population that will not be pumped up to |d . The transition coefficient for (J = 3/2,M = ±3/2) ↔ (J = 1/2,M = ±1/2) transitions is α 1 = 1 2 and for (J = 3/2,M = ±1/2) ↔ (J = 1/2,M = ∓1/2) transitions is α 2 = 1 6 [34] . Even though the coefficients are different, the π -pulse concept is applicable because the ratio of the coefficients is an odd integer (see arguments for step 2). In order to invert the population from |g vs to |d in much less time than the lifetime of |d (0.69 µs), the π pulse with Rabi frequency 3 is required. It is sufficient to set the pulse duration τ 3 = 0.1/ , which gives 3 = 10π .
Subsequent optical spontaneous decays populate a number of rovibrational states within the ground electronic states |X [35] , the ground vibrational state n = 0 in |X 2 3/2 is predominantly populated with probability over 91% for P, Q, and R branches. For certain molecules such as SrF [16] , it is possible to populate only one state if a certain excited state is chosen.
After the single spontaneous emission, the molecules are cooled and decoupled from the lasers. No repeated spontaneous emissions are required for these molecules. The irreversibility of spontaneous emission enables repeated accumulation of the molecules with narrow and zero mean momentum in a number of |acc states in the end of each cooling cycle. It is this unique feature that makes translational laser cooling of molecules possible.
After one decay lifetime, a small fraction of the populations from |d would decay back to |g vs , which can be pumped up again using a second π pulse and so on. We set the sufficient duration for this step as 5 −1 ≈ 3.5 µs. The total accumulation time is about t 3 = N cyc 5 −1 ≈ 0.75 ms. The spontaneous emissions lead to a momentum spread on the order of one photon recoil momentum, but this is negligible compared to the overall reduction of the initial momentum width. We take the final velocity width to be v f ≈ v vs + (hk spe /M) ≈ 22 cm s −1 . After each cycle, the molecules pile up in {|acc } with narrow momentum width. After a number of v i v vs cycles, the molecules with broad velocity distribution in |g i are almost depleted and transformed into translationally cooled molecules. In spite of having a few rovibrational states, such ultracold molecules may be have applications in atom optics and serve as a precursor for multispecies molecular Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). However, further cooling of the rotational degree can be accomplished through existing schemes [36] .
VII. COOLING RESULTS AND PARAMETERS
In this section, we present the simulation results for the laser-cooling process and estimate the total cooling time, spatial drift, and extent of cooling through effective temperature and spatial density.
We have simulated the cooling process by numerically integrating the density matrix elements equations which include both the spontaneous emissions (without recoil) from state |e dec and the quantization of the c.m. momentum. We have used real parameters of OH molecules, the Blackman pulse for velocity selection and the Gaussian pulse for STIRAP deceleration. The transient momentum distributions for the steps are shown in Fig. 7 . After many cooling cycles, the residual population in |g i (see Fig. 7 ) is due to the use of Blackman pulse, which cannot select a square velocity-distribution profile. The appearance of minidips in Fig. 7 suggests that such a pulse can only produce a velocity hole without side lobes on a slowly varying (smooth) distribution only. The residual population may be cleared up by alternating the cooling cycles between zero-velocity selection and finite-velocity selection. For example, the second velocity selection is performed at the momentum family dec /2 =h(k a + k b )/2. Here the velocity-selection states in Fig. 2 become |g i , dec /2 +hk p , |e vs , dec /2 , and |g vs , dec /2 −hk S ≈ 0 . The pumping laser to state |d,P ≈ 0 is now made orthogonal to the cooling direction so as to impart no further momentum transfer. Alternatively, the use of programmed and/or shaped pulses can optimize the efficiency.
The STIRAP deceleration (step 2) may proceed simultaneously with the spontaneous emission (step 3). Since the duration for STIRAP deceleration is usually shorter than the spontaneous emission lifetime, the sufficient duration for each cooling cycle is the sum of the durations for step 1 (velocity selection) and step 3 (the pumping and spontaneous emission), which is t cyc = τ 1 + 5
−1 ≈ 4.5 µs + 3.5 µs = 8 µs. The total cooling time is the sum of N cyc = 215 cycles of zerovelocity selection, STIRAP deceleration, and accumulation, which is
The (Color online) Transient evolution of ρ x (P ), the momentum density distribution of the populations during zero-velocity selection, and STIRAP deceleration. After many cooling cycles, the residual population in |g i is due to the impossibility of selecting a rectangular velocity profile by using the Blackman pulse. The population in |acc increases significantly. Note that ρ x (P ) has the dimension kg −1 m −1 s since x ρ x (P )dP = 1 and = 1.5 × 10 6 s −1 is the typical spontaneous emission rate of the excited state.
Using simple kinematics, we have the deceleration of the fastest molecules a = u max /t cool ≈ 36 800 m s −2 and the maximum drift distance of the fastest molecules, which is inversely proportional to the selected velocity width as
The final width v f ≈ 22 cm s −1 corresponds to effective final temperature
2 /k B ≈ 50 µK and de Broglie wavelength f = h/(M v f ) ≈ 0.1 µm. Thus, the cooled molecules can be confined in the axial direction by dipole force from the evanescent wave mirror [37] .
Consider the initial spatial density of η i ≈ 10 8 molecules/cm 3 and gas volume V i = Az i , where z i ≈ 1 cm is the initial axial dimension of the gas. After laser cooling, the gas occupies a volume of
2 cm is the required barrel length, which is within the experimental scale. The spatial density reduces only to η f = η i z i /L ≈ 1.6 × 10 7 molecules/cm 3 . The momentum width reduces by a factor of
Thus, the ratio of the final to initial phase-space density is
The velocity-selection step takes the longest time among the three steps, about τ 1 5 µs. Thus, the maximum mean free path between collisions should be larger than u max τ 1 30 µm for collisions to be negligible during laser cooling. The final density η f is acceptable since it corresponds to the mean distance between molecules of 40 µm.
Finally, we note that the laser pulses are long, typically on the order of 0.1 µs for velocity selection to nanoseconds in STIRAP, that is, far away from the ultrashort pulse regime. Thus, the phase relation between the two Raman pulses is irrelevant. Also, since most molecules are at the center of the barrel which has essentially zero field, there is no Stark shift due to the trapping field.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR 3D COOLING
We have presented a laser-cooling scheme for molecules based on simple and well-established quantum optical techniques: Raman π pulse for zero-velocity selection and STIRAP for deceleration. The technique enables rapid reduction of the c.m. momentum and kinetic energy of the molecules through optical transitions. The scheme requires only two pairs of lasers (one for velocity selection and one for STIRAP) and an excitation laser (for accumulation step). This scheme requires a shorter cooling time than our previous scheme [18] as only two STIRAP inversions are required in each cooling cycle instead of many. We have obtained expressions for the selected momentum width and predicted the cooling time for each step. Numerical estimates of the total cooling time and spatial drift for OH molecules show that the scheme is within experimental capacity. We have simulated the dynamics of momentum distributions during the cooling process using the density matrix equations. The phase space is found to increase by 35 times. Although the cooling process takes place only in one momentum dimension, the ultracold molecules would still be useful for precision molecular spectroscopy, molecular interferometry, and the study of cold collisions dynamics.
The main focus of the article is laser cooling in 1D. However, we discuss the possibility of extension to 3D cooling by thermalization among the molecules after the laser-cooling process (with a caveat). Elastic collisions between molecules enable the x-and y-momentum widths to be reduced at the expense of increasing the z momentum width, which can then be reduced by the next laser-cooling process. The overall cooling process now is composed of two stages, that is, laser cooling involving internal optical transitions and thermalization cooling via elastic collisions. Since the lasercooling scheme works best for dilute gas while thermalization requires higher gas density, the two processes may not proceed simultaneously. For thermalization to proceed after the laser cooling, we incorporate the variable-trap-volume setup (Fig. 5) , which reduces the trapping volume (say by 10 times), compressing the gas to a higher density η therm ≈ 2 × 10 8 molecules/cm 3 such that the collision rate and the ratio of elastic and/or inelastic collision rates (> ∼ 2 [38] ) are high enough to thermalize the gas within the trapping lifetime (which depends on the inelastic collision rate). The 1D geometry of the Stark barrel is not ideal for enhancing collisions because its surface-to-volume ratio is large. A higher collisional rate between the molecules can be achieved by reducing the trap volume and making the trap geometry closer to a sphere (small surface-to-volume ratio). This is realized by reducing the z dimension of the gas down to a length comparable to the diameter of the barrel trap (see Fig. 5 ), using the movable end caps which function like compression pistons. After thermalization, the end caps are separated and the trap volume is returned to the original cylindrical form for the next laser-cooling process. Successive cycles of laser cooling and thermalization enable 3D cooling of molecular gas to a momentum width aroundhk with high density reaching quantum degeneracy without a significant loss of molecules.
Finally, we discuss the caveat in introducing the thermalization cooling. The high-density condition and high ratio of elastic and/or inelastic cross section created for thermalization would also allow for evaporative cooling. So, it seems that the complex laser-cooling scheme would not be needed as simple evaporation could be used. However, evaporative cooling uses precooled gas, normally via laser cooling (for atoms), buffer gas cooling in cryogenic magnetic trap, or Stark deceleration of the supersonic molecular beam, each constituting a complex cooling setup on its own. Besides, in evaporative cooling, many molecules are lost, and this sets a minimum quantity of gas to start with. Thermalization in the Stark barrel trap avoids losing many molecules and would be useful for cooling a small quantity of molecular gas. If adding the two end caps to the setup for thermalization does not introduce too much complexity, the proposed laser-cooling scheme that incorporates and/or combines thermalization for 3D cooling could be an efficient and feasible alternative to evaporative cooling, toward producing quantum degenerate molecular gas, such as molecular BEC.
